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When no flooding occurs, include miscellaneous river conditions below the small box, such as significant rises, record low
stages, ice conditions, snow cover, droughts, and hydrologic products issued (NWS Instruction 10 -924) .

An X inside this box indicates that no flooding occurred within this hydrologic service area .

Overall, the month of July brought about below normal temperatures and above normal precipitation for much
of the CWA. For example, the normal Max Temperature for Burlington, Vermont in July is 82.4 degrees.
However, for July 2021, the average Max Temperature was 77.7 degrees (Table 1). In addition, several
significant rainfall events occurred- some the result of convection and some the passing remnants of a tropical
system. Regardless, much of the precipitation during the month of July was focused across southern portions of
the CWA, while areas along the international border remained relatively dry (Figure 1).
The month started out cool and wet with high temperatures capping out in the upper 60s to low 70s for the 4th of
July weekend, paired with persistent rain. Specifically, on Friday, July 2nd portions of northern New York and
Vermont received up to 0.50 to 1.5 inches. This seemingly set the tone for the month.
About a week later, a more widespread significant rainfall event occurred in which rainfall totals ranged from
0.25 to 1.25 inches and locally up to 2 inches (Figure 2). This event was triggered by a favorable synoptic setup
combined with a stationary surface front and embedded thunderstorms. In addition, the remnants of Tropical
Storm Elsa were passing across southern New England which provided an especially moist air mass. In fact, a
Flash Flood Watch was issued for Rutland, Windsor, and Orange counties in Vermont from 8 PM on July 8 th
through 8 PM on July 9th. However, no known flash flooding ensued.
Several more convective events occurred mid-month resulting in additional appreciable rainfall totals across the
Saint Lawrence Valley in New York, portions of the northern Adirondacks, south-central Vermont. Then on
July 17th into the 18th, a dynamic low pressure system combined with high PWATs produced a widespread 1 to
2 inches (Figure 3), with two-day totals nearing 3 inches (not shown).
On July 20th, a significant severe/flash flood event occurred in which a line of strong to severe thunderstorms
moved across much of northern New York and Vermont during the afternoon and evening. There were many
reports of trees and power-lines down (resulting in numerous power outages), along with a couple of hail
reports, a funnel cloud, and flash flooding in the form of washed out roads (Figure 4). Said flooding occurred in
eastern Addison County, Vermont in which 2 to 3 inches of rain fell in a short period of time over relatively
steep terrain.
Finally, on July 29th, a series of shortwave passages brought steady rainfall to the North Country along with
embedded thunderstorms. Ultimately, this lead to rainfall totals of 1 to 3 inches across southern Vermont, the
majority of which fell just outside of the BTV CWA (Figure 5).
Overall, the above events acted to improve and/or eradicate drought conditions across southern portions of the
CWA during the month of July, while northern portions of the CWA (especially along the international border)
remained under drought conditions (Figures 6a and 6b).

Table 1: A summary of climatological data for Burlington, VT during July 2021.

Figure 1: Total monthly precipitation departure from normal for July 2021. Above normal precipitation was
received across southern portions of the CWA during the month of July. Meanwhile, below normal precipitation
totals persisted along the international border.

Figure 2: Rainfall totals occurring on July 8th, 2021.

Figure 3: Rainfall totals occurring on July 17-18, 2021.

Figure 4: Flash flooding led to road washouts in Waitsfield, Vermont on July 20 th, 2021. Overall, 2 to 3 inches
of rain fell in a short period of time in eastern Addison County, Vermont.

Figure 5: Rainfall totals occurring on July 29th, 2021.

Figure 6a: Drought monitor on July 6, 2021 for BTV CWA. Much of the CWA was under abnormally dry to
moderate drought conditions at the beginning of the month.

Figure 6b: Drought monitor on August 3, 2021 for BTV CWA. Overall, drought conditions improved or were
eradicated across southern portions of the CWA during the month of July, while northern portions of the CWA
(especially along the international border) remained under drought conditions.

